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Dennis William Hack, emerald tablet author: Alchemy for Personal Transformation and The Sorcerer's Stone: A Beginner's Guide to Alchemy, is a consultant and lecturer who enables personal and institutional transformation through the application of the ancient principles of alchemy. Editor of the journal Alchemy, Huck translated a number of important
alchemy manuscripts dating back to the 13th century and sits on the board of the International Alchemy Association. ← 123 before that. 6 Next→ visit the Help section or contact us showing 1-30 Start your review of The Complete Idiot's Guide to Alchemy October 02, 2010 Jasmine rated it doesn't like it Do you know what's wrong with this book? The idiots
who read it. Alchemy is alchemy, derived from the Arabic word al-Kimiya, is both a philosophy and an ancient practice focused on trying to exchange base metals for gold, according to Wikipedia. Where else can you combine chemistry and philosophy to turn basic metal into gold while discovering a magical drug to prolong life? According to this book. Books
like this cause such interactions: Client: Is there anywhere other than new Do you know what's wrong with this book? The idiots who read it. Alchemy is alchemy, derived from the Arabic word al-Kimiya, is both a philosophy and an ancient practice focused on trying to exchange base metals for gold, according to Wikipedia. Where else can you combine
chemistry and philosophy to turn basic metal into gold while discovering a magical drug to prolong life? According to this book. Such books cause such interactions: Client: Is There Anywhere Other Than a New Age Where I Can Find Books on Alchemy. Me: *Looking for alchemy and nothing is in stock, store studies *Not the books that come up in other parts
use alchemy to be anything different from the traditional meaning. *Customer leaves, I go on goodreads ***Ten minutes later he comes back * Client: So these books aren't what I wanted. Where's the science section? Me: It's on the second floor. *Customer starts walking and coming back* Client: These books are really wrong I want a book on how to do it.
*I'm standing there trying to figure out what you're saying about it*Me: the books will still be in the new era and magical art because it's considered popular science psuedoscience. Client: But I want books on how to do it. At this point I'm giving up being nice obviously it doesn't work * me: it's not really possible to turn iron into gold so we'd still put it in a new
era. Client: The science section is on the second floor? Me: Yes this book is classified as a new age for your information. ... More Than June 23, 2011 B. Barron rated it really liked this good book of hers, very enlightening on the subject though perhaps not in the way the author seemed to have intended. And yet it certainly deserves A 4-star rating based on
the wealth of information it provides. It's really trailing in points. I'm a huge skeptic, burning when it comes to mystical, magical, wondrous things. I want to believe in these things, and in her command I really believe in them just not as much as most of them do. There's magic in this dark old world of ours, but that's not what his good book is, very enlightening
on the subject - though perhaps not in the way the author seems to have intended. However, it certainly deserves a 4-star rating based on the wealth of information it provides. It's really trailing in points. I'm a huge skeptic, burning when it comes to mystical, magical, wondrous things. I want to believe in these things, and at points I really believe in them - just
not like most of them. There's magic in this dark old world of ours — but that's not what the hawkers of the mock new ages claim. And alchemy, in the mystical sense, falls into that category. As pre-chemistry it makes perfect sense, especially given that they can see results but haven't really understood the processes involved. Their observations are correct,
even if their theories and assumptions are wrong. They can create gold, after fashion, by extracting existing gold from wheel wheels and alloys; And they can make gold by trickery and trickery (the option depends on individual alchemistes and his/her preferences for fraud and/or the availability of materials). Using symbolism as code is probably the best thing
I've learned in a book. It was very enthusiastic about the old alchemers. They used this code to pass their findings on to others without bringing them up to everyone – keeping their guild secrets. Personally I hate secrets and these things, so color my views of ancient (and modern) alchemists.When trying to apply the lessons of chemical alchemy to other
areas, such as mental, spiritual, social, and even scientific – this too can be done to match but it is a hoax IMOP. Have you ever heard the being when you hammer all the problems start to look like nails? Well, I think the application of alchemical lessons to areas is not chemical. Alchemists see all problems as solveable with Alchemy.I also have a problem
with the search to link everything to antiquities (a problem I have with a lot in the world, not just alchemy). Its great ancient wisdom, but it has been altered over the generations to match current knowledge. I don't have a problem with that, it's the natural result of growing knowledge and evolution. But frankly I find the effort to link human knowledge and
development to ancient and noble civilizations and/or aliens/gods a kind of insulting. I also find the suspect's numerology in alchemy very convenient. But all that said, it's a good book and a good point to learn from. ... Another November 29, 2019 N.E. Johnson rated it was fine I always have always Figure out how other times they believed the world worked.
It helps me be a better writer to be able to understand how other times thought and saw the world. Alchemy was one belief I missed entering because all the ancient texts on it are obedient at best if not outright cloaked in symbolism to protect the authors from persecution. But after reading this book I can say I still have no idea how they thought about the
world. The first one I always enjoyed understanding how other times believed the world worked. It helps me be a better writer to be able to understand how other times thought and saw the world. Alchemy was one belief I missed entering because all the ancient texts on it are obedient at best if not outright cloaked in symbolism to protect the authors from
persecution. But after reading this book I can say I still have no idea how they thought about the world. The first two-thirds of the book try to answer my question directly, but only vaguely describe it using too much ink for how little is said. Fortunately the last 1/3 entered corosexuals and how people relate to the philosophy of alchemy to medicine, astrology,
psychology, sociology, and general mysticism. At least that makes it a useful reference so I can add little recommendations to my writing and people will think I know something hidden and profound. For this it is at least a useful reference guide to keep around until I find something better. ... more Jul 18, 2019 Reading by Fred rated it really liked that I enjoyed
this book. It was a nice introduction to the alchemy and philosophy behind it. While I disagree with, and do not believe in the principles and ideas of alchemy, I enjoyed the way the author presented the information. December 04, 2020 BJ rated it really liked it I was skeptical, as it's hard to take the guide series of a complete idiot seriously. But the author being
DW Hack, I went with it. It's actually a very complete alchemy 101. It's a fantastic introduction to simple language. Although I have reservations about this book, I still give it 4 stars because it's a really good general introduction to the subject of alchemy. She explores the general history of the subject, the different types of alchemy and the underlying
symbolism. It's good for someone who only wants a brief overview of the issue. However, as it enters many different aspects, it doesn't give much detail in any one aspect of the subject. Also, it would be nice if it gave more instructions on even though I have my reservations about this book, I still give it 4 stars because it's a really good general introduction to
the alchemy issue. She explores the general history of the subject, the different types of alchemy and the underlying symbolism. It's good for someone who only wants a brief overview of the issue. However, like Going into many different aspects, it doesn't give much detail in any one aspect of the subject. Also, it would be nice if it gave more instructions on
practical plant alchemy or how to build a lab, for example. Another theme I have with the book is that it goes into bizarre speculation suggesting ancient alien ideas. While I'm not closed to alternative theories, it seems out of line in what I would expect to be a more scientific book. I was surprised to see such ideas at the source of respectable information. I still
think anyone who wants to take on the study of alchemy should read this book, as this gives a very good overview of the subject. On an interesting side note, the popular documentary Sacred Secrets Alchemy revealed seems to be based entirely on part of this book. ... More Than October 15, 2016 Alex Dunn rated it was amazing I don't usually like these
idiotic guides but it was really good, I read some other books by this author and he's excellent at explaining very complex subjects and alchemy is as complex as he can get (sorry for unenenlighted it's not as simple as J K did). If you want to learn more about alchemy and read it first, then go for the other books. March 08, 2011 Ron rated him loved it Arcane.
The occult. Occasionally pragmatic. Some parts are fascinating, others not so much. Not everyone's tea. I found his discussions about Jung's fascination with alchemy to be illuminating, and I appreciate his clear explanation of the various possible foci (dimensions?) of alchemy, including the psychological. November 24, 2013 Bridger Montana rated it was
amazing if it's a subject you're interested in, it was an amazing read that opened my eyes to the wonder of the world around me as well as helped me understand what I think to be dead art. November 02, 2012 Sheila Coldiron rated it was amazing I read this book in preparation for a seminar on emerald tablet. It's an excellent book and I learned a lot from it.
If you have no prior experience or knowledge of alchemy. Lauren rated it really liked it Aug 01, 2012 John rated it really liked this February 18, 2013 Jack rated it was amazing March 24, 2015 Emily rated it really liked it November 19, 2017 Sofia rated it was amazing July 24, 2012 JOANNE rated it was amazing December 20, 2018 Lysette rated it was
amazing July 13 , 2011 Cindy Rated It Was Amazing August 31, 2012 Scott Rated It Really Liked It Aug 12, 2012 Jennifer Rated It Was Amazing December 07, 2016 2016
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